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Abstract—This paper introduces for the first time a metamorphic palm
and presents a novel multifingered hand, known as Matahand, with a fold-
able and flexible palm that makes the hand adaptable and reconfigurable.
The orientation and pose of the new robotic hand are enhanced by addi-
tional motion of the palm, and workspace of the robotic fingers is comple-
mented with the palm motion. To analyze this enhanced workspace, this
paper introduces finger-orientation planes to relate the finger orientation to
palm various configurations. Normals of these orientation planes are used
to construct a Gauss map. Adding an additional dimension, a 4-D ruled
surface is generated to illustrate orientation and pose change of the hand,
and an orientation–pose manifold is developed from the orientation–pose
ruled surface. The orientation and workspace analysis are further devel-
oped by introducing a triangular palm workspace that evolves into a helical
surface and is further developed into a 4-D representation. Simulations are
presented to illustrate the characteristics of this new dexterous hand.

Index Terms—Analysis, dexterous hand, Gauss map, Metahand,
metamorphic mechanisms, multifingered hand, orientation, palm, pose,
workspace.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, a number of robotic hands have been developed
[1], [2]. This has resulted in a great variety of robotic hands. As far as
mechanical hands concerned, there are the three-fingered Stanford/JPL
hand [3], the four-fingered Utah/MIT hand [4] and Karlsruhe Dexterous
II Hand [5], [6], and the five-fingered Belgrade/USC hand [7], DLR
hand [8], [9], and NAIST-Hand [10]. These also include the Robonaut
hand [11], MANUS-HAND [12], and UBH3 hand [13]. These me-
chanical hands have played important roles in industrial automation
and space technology. In most mechanical hands, fingers are fixed on a
rigid palm, and there is no relative lateral movement between fingers,
resulting in limited dexterity. This has prompted researchers to look into
more dexterous robotic hands. Bonivento et al. [14] proposed a three-
degree-of-freedom architecture for a trade-off between a gripper and
a multidegree-of-freedom hand to increase fingers’ orientation. Baek
et al. [15] developed a linkage-driven finger actuated by a single
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Fig. 1. Metamorphic hand—Metahand. (a) Spreading palm and (b) folding
palm.

motor to imitate human finger motion. The Shadow Robot Com-
pany [16] developed an anthropomorphic hand based on pneumatic
actuators.

In both mechanical and anthropomorphic hands, a common feature
is that a palm is rigid and fixed. The improvement of this resulted in
DLR II hand [17] and HIT/DLR hand [18] by breaking a palm into
two parts to form relative motion between fingers. In the three-fingered
Barrett hand [19] and the underactuated hand generated by Gosselin
and Laliberte [20], three fingers can rotate about the central axis at
the center of a rigid palm. The design is adopted by [21] and [22].
Higashimori et al. [23] improved the design by proposing a new four-
fingered hand with a dual turning mechanism. The four fingers of the
new hand are divided into two groups with two fingers in each group
that can independently rotate about the central axis.

Though there is relative motion between fingers, a palm of a robotic
hand does not have more versatility, which is the main limitation of
robotic hands in contrast to a human hand with a foldable and flexile
palm. This incurs limitation for manipulation. In particular, conven-
tional design of a finger is to have three parallel joints, and the finger
usually operates on a plane. It is then difficult to be adapted to the geo-
metric shape of a manipulated object and to realize fine manipulation.
This limits the fine-tuning ability [24] and thus, the use in prosthetics.

This leads to using metamorphic mechanisms as a palm. The meta-
morphic mechanisms [25], [26] are a class of mechanisms that have
the facility to alter a topological configuration from one to another
with a resultant change in the mobility of movement. Originating from
artworks, this class of mechanisms can be extracted from origami folds
that change topological structure [27] during motion.

Applying the principle of metamorphic mechanisms, this paper
presents a novel robotic hand, Matahand, by introducing a metamorphic
palm that generates reconfigurable motion. The structural change can
be used to finely tune the hand pose to grasp an object [28]. Mapping
the orientation space of this new hand to an orientation–pose ruled sur-
face, a typical feature of the foldable palm can be presented in its effect
on finger motion and workspace of the palm. This mapping reveals the
relationship between the orientation–pose space and palm workspace
and the performance of the hand and leads to demonstration of the new
robotic hand in both virtual environment and demonstrator form.

II. METAMORPHIC MULTIFINGERED DEXTEROUS HAND AND

ORIENTATION–POSE ANALYSIS OF THE METAMORPHIC HAND

Based on a metamorphic mechanism extracted from an origami fold,
a multifingered dexterous hand, Matahand [29], has been developed
with this mechanism as its reconfigurable palm in Fig. 1.

This metamorphic hand comprises a specially designed spherical
linkage attached with fingers. The base link is link 1 that finger 1 is
mounted. There are two cranks in both sides of the base link with
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Fig. 2. Finger-operation plane.

Fig. 3. Palm parameters.

its left-hand-side connecting the first crank link 2 and the right-hand-
side connecting the second crank link 5. Going clockwise, the link
connecting the first crank link is link 3 that mounts finger 2, and the
next link is link 4 that mounts finger 3. The length of links 1–5 is l1 –l5 .

The palm is foldable and flexible and operates with the degrees
of freedom (DOF). Its operation varies the configuration that subse-
quently changes the finger base positions and finger orientation and,
consequently, the hand orientation and pose to adapt to different tasks,
including pinching and twisting. This versatile palm makes the hand
close to a human hand with a foldable palm and increases the adapt-
ability of the hand.

Since the fingers are based on a foldable palm, finger motion needs
to be integrated with the palm motion. This integration is new due
to the particular characteristics of this type of robotic hands and a
virtual plane needs to be introduced to identify the fingers’ orientation
associated with the palm motion.

Consider each finger consisting of three revolute joints and operating
on a virtual plane perpendicular to a spherical link of the palm where the
finger is mounted, the plane is used to define the finger orientation and
present the finger axial orientation and lateral orientation by integrating
it to the palm motion while it folds and flexes. This plane is named as
a finger-orientation plane, which is perpendicular to the link plane
defined by the palm link where the finger is mounted, as in Fig. 2.

The schematic installation of fingers is shown in Fig. 3, where finger
1 is fixed at point P1 of link 1, finger 2 at point P2 of link 3, and finger

3 at point P3 of link 4. Since the palm operates in a sphere, each link
of the palm is an arc in the sphere, and two input angles θ1 and θ2 are
provided by two crank links 2 and 5. Angles ϕ1 , ϕ2 , and ϕ3 are three
passive variables and are functions of θ1 and θ2 as in Fig. 3.

Three normals are required to be obtained to set up the three
finger-operation planes by setting three local coordinate frames
Ox1y1z1 , Ox2y2z2 , and Ox3y3z3 with respect to links 1, 3, and 4,
respectively, where zi is the axis of the revolute joint originated from
the center of the sphere, and xi lies in the link plane as in Fig. 2 and
is perpendicular to zi . Since each finger-operation plane is perpendic-
ular to the link plane formed by the palm link and the joint axis, the
vector ni , which is perpendicular to OPi , represents the normal of the
corresponding finger-operation plane. Thus, three normals ni can be
presented in the respective local coordinate frame as

1n1 = [ cδ1 0 −sδ1 ]T (1)

2n2 = [−cδ2 0 −sδ2 ]T (2)

3n3 = [− cδ3 0 −sδ3 ]T (3)

where c and s represent cosine and sine, respectively, and the pre-
superscripts indicate local frames Ox1y1z1 , Ox2y2z2 , and Ox3y3z3 .
Fixing the global coordinate frame as Ox1y1z1 and transforming nor-
mal 2n2 from the local coordinate frame to the global coordinate frame
by rotating about z2 by angle (−ϕ1 ) then about y2 by angle (−l2 ) fol-
lowed by rotating about z2 by angle (−θ1 ), normal n2 can be presented
in the global coordinate as

n2 = R (z2 , θ1 )R (y2 , l2 )R (z2 , ϕ1 ) 2n2

=

− (cθ1 cl2cϕ1 − sθ1sϕ1 ) cδ2 − cθ1sl2sδ2

− (sθ1 cl2cϕ1 + cθ1sϕ1 ) cδ2 − sθ1sl2sδ2

sl2cϕ1cδ2 − cl2sδ2

 . (4)

Similarly 3n3 can be transformed to the global coordinate frame
by rotating about z3 by angle (ϕ3 ) and then about y3 by angle (−l5 ).
This is followed by rotating about z3 by angle (−θ2 ) and about y3

by angle (−l1 ). Thus we obtain (5), shown at the bottom of the
page.

With the introduction of the above normals n1 , n2 , and n3 , the
finger orientation that is integrated by the palm motion can be presented
by these normals. The normals can be mapped onto a Gauss map as in
Fig. 4.

This map integrates the finger motion and hand orientation and
pose into palm motion and is a tool to describe the relationship of
the three finger-orientation planes, applicable to all the similar type
of hands with a foldable palm. To visualize the relevant orientation
among the three finger-operation planes determined by the unit normal
vectors, input variable θ2 of the palm is fixed that the metamorphic
palm evolves into a spherical four-bar linkage and another input vari-
able θ1 varies. This is implemented by setting θ2 at a fixed value and
varying θ1 from 0 to 2π. Each value of θ1 yields a new configuration
of the three finger-orientation planes. Studying the corresponding nor-
mals n1 , n2 , and n3 with respect to input θ1 , orientation of normal

n3 = R (y3 , l1)R (z3 , θ2)R (y3 , l5)R (z3 ,−ϕ3) 3n3

=

 ((sl1sl5 − cl1cθ2cl5) cϕ3 − cl1sθ2sϕ3) cδ3 − (cl1cθ2sl5 + sl1cl5) sδ3

− (sθ2cl5cϕ3 − cθ2sϕ3) cδ3 − sθ2sl5sδ3

((sl1sl5 − sl1cθ2cl5) cϕ3 + sl1sθ2sϕ3) cδ3 − (cl1cl5 − sl1cθ2sl5) sδ3

 (5)
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Fig. 4. Gauss map of n1 , n2 , and n3 with one configurations of the palm.

Fig. 5. Orientation–pose ruled surface.

Fig. 6. Corresponding configuration and pose of the metamorphic hand.

n1 remains unchanged, and orientation of normals n2 and n3 vary fol-
lowing the change of fingers 2 and 3. Thus, the orientation relationship
between normals n1 , n2 , and n3 varies with the input variable. Map
this relationship onto a 3-D space and introduce the forth dimension as
input angle θ1 in x-axis, θ1 , normal n1 generates a plane and normals
n2 and n3 generate two ruled surfaces. This gives the orientation–pose
ruled surface in Fig. 5.

Corresponding to the marked set of normals n1 , n2 , and n3 as in
Figs. 4 and 5, the configuration and pose of the metamorphic hand is
given in Fig. 6.

When another input variable θ2 of the palm varies, the metamorphic
palm has 2 DOF to reconfigure the palm and thus alter the hand orienta-
tion and pose. This is represented with a group of the orientation–pose
ruled surfaces, which can be used to obtain the values of the two input
variables from the palm and the Metahand to adapt to objects with
different geometric shapes.

III. WORKSPACE ANALYSIS OF THE METAMORPHIC HAND

In the metamorphic hand, the palm motion enhances finger orien-
tation and workspace and subsequently the hand orientation and pose.
The palm configuration can be represented by a triangle determined by
finger mounting points P1 , P2 , and P3 in Fig. 7(a) and a Gauss map in
Fig. 7(b).

This triangle varies with the palm motion and represents palm
workspace. The expression of OPi in the global coordinate system
can be obtained in a similar way to that of ni .

Fig. 7. Workspace triangle of the metamorphic palm. (a) A workspace triangle
and (b) Gauss map of the workspace triangle.

Fig. 8. Workspace helical tube.

Fig. 9. Values of areas of the workspace triangles in joint space.

Similar to generating the orientation–pose ruled surface in Section II,
the workspace triangles are mapped onto a 4-D space with input angle
θ1 as an additional dimension along the x-axis in Fig. 8. This gives
a helical sweep of the workspace triangles, forming the workspace
helical tube in the figure.

From the workspace helical tube, the variation of input angle θ1 at
the palm gives the configuration variation of the palm and subsequently
results in the change of finger orientation and hand pose.

For a given set of input variables θ1 and θ2 , the area of the corre-
sponding triangle P1P2P3 can be computed. Varying both variables
θ1 and θ2 , the areas of the series of corresponding palm workspace
triangle can be plotted in Fig. 9. The bigger the area is, the larger the
workspace will be. In Fig. 9, two horizontal axes represent the input
angles θ1 and θ2 .

The value of the point M given in Fig. 9 is the area of the marked tri-
angle P1P2P3 in Figs. 7 and 8. For a rigid-palm robotic hand, the palm
workspace reduces to a point to an origin of the hand workspace. With
the new development, the palm workspace is a polygonal structure. The
hand workspace is built on this palm workspace. This enhances and en-
larges the hand workspace that generates various hand configurations
and poses.
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Fig. 10. Actuation system of the palm.

Fig. 11. Motion of the palm and the corresponding poses of the Metahand.

IV. FUNCTIONALITY STUDY WITH THE DEMONSTRATOR AND IN AN

VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

Functionality of the metamorphic hand, Matahand, was investigated
with a demonstrator and in a virtual environment. The mechanical
design started from the palm. This constitutes the orientation and
workspace analysis of the hand. The actuation of the palm and the
three fingers is implemented by five geared servomotors at a speed
range of up to 344 r/min with a maximal torque of 5 Nm and a gear
reducer ratio of 12.5. Each of the three fingers is driven by a motor and
is thus underactuated. The remaining two motors are connected adja-
cent to both sides of the base link of the palm to operate the foldable
palm through toothed belt as in Fig. 10. Each servomotor is fixed on
the base and to be installed in the arm rather than directly in the palm
to reduce the inertial effect.

A series of frames are shown in Fig. 11 that depicts the motion of
the palm and the orientation and pose of the Metahand from spreading
to folding.

The foldable palm adapts a robotic hand to objects of various geo-
metric shapes, when the relative orientation of the three fingers varies
with the palm motion. The three configurations and poses of the meta-
morphic hand in Fig. 12 are used to grasp objects of different geometric
features based on Napier’s classification of hand grasps [30].

It can be seen that the foldable and deployable palm adds dexterity to
a robotic hand to form various orientation and poses. The workspace of
the hand is enhanced by the palm workspace. A larger palm workspace
enables a grasped object to have a larger range of pose change. This
can be readily seen in Fig. 13(a), where the palm workspace reaches
its maximum, and in Fig. 13(b), where the workspace reaches its min-
imum.

Further to the aforementioned features and different from other
robotic hands, the metamorphic hand, Metahand, has features of col-
lapsibility and deployability when implementing a grasp for a pinhole
operation and rescue work. The unique movement is illustrated in
Fig. 14 as the hand redeploys itself after going through a hole in a
collapsible configuration.

A further unique feature of the Metahand is twisting motion that
cannot be achieved by other robotic hands since it involves both lateral
and radial movements of fingers being substantiated by this foldable
and deployable palm. This contrasts with other rotatable palms that

Fig. 12. Metahand adapting for objects with different geometric shapes.
(a) Grasp/pinch, (b) snap, and (c) palmer.

Fig. 13. Palm workspaces and the corresponding hand poses. (a) Maximum
palm workspace and (b) minimum palm workspace.

Fig. 14. Folding and redeploying of the Metahand.

make the fingers radially directed. Demonstrated in Fig. 15, a twisting
motion is illustrated by rotating the first crank link 2 by θ1 of 23◦ with
respect to base link 1 and by rotating the second crank link 5 by θ2 of
10◦ with respect to the base link.

These inputs make finger 2 move away from the intersecting point,
resulting in clockwise rotation, and finger 3 moving away from the
intersecting point toward a tangential direction of the ball contributing
to the clockwise rotation. This induces twisting motion.
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Fig. 15. Twisting motion.

V. CONCLUSION

Inspired by origami and artworks and as a philosophy of art-mimetics
[26], [38], [39], this paper introduced a new robotic hand, Metahand,
which has a foldable and deployable palm. The introduction of this
metamorphic palm adds dexterity and versatility to a robotic hand.

To explain the hand orientation and pose that are enhanced by
the palm motion, the finger-orientation planes were used to resolve
the integration of the finger motion and palm motion. The planes were
further presented with their normals in a Gauss map. Relating the rel-
evant motion of finger-orientation planes to the palm variables, the
Gauss map is extended to a 4-D manifold that hand orientation and
pose and palm configurations can be identified. The fine motion is thus
achieved by changing the input palm variables. The paper further veri-
fied the motion based on Napier’s classification of human hand’s grasps
and presented typical features of collapsible and twisting motion of the
metamorphic hand, Metahand.
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Dynamic Manipulability of Multifingered Grasping

Yasuyoshi Yokokohji, Jose San Martin, and Masaki Fujiwara

Abstract—In this paper, we extend the concept of dynamic manipula-
bility to evaluate the dynamic property of multifingered grasping systems
consisting of a multifingered hand and a grasped object, and propose a mea-
sure of dynamic manipulability of multifingered grasping. Similar to the
original dynamic manipulability, the proposed measure evaluates the map-
ping from a set of realizable joint torques to a set of resultant accelerations
of the grasped object, which forms an ellipsoid under a constant internal
force constraint. It is clearly shown that the internal forces not only affect
the volume of the ellipsoid, but also the amount of offset of the ellipsoid,
while the gravity forces simply induce an offset. A new measure, i.e., omni-
directionality, is introduced to add a penalty to the original manipulability
measure, which simply evaluates the volume of the ellipsoid, depending on
how much the ellipsoid is offset. Numerical examples by using a simple
two-fingered robot hand are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed measure.

Index Terms—Dynamic manipulability, grasping, internal force,
multifingered hand, omnidirectionality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic manipulability was originally proposed as a measure of
dynamic property for single manipulators [17].1 In this paper, we extend
the concept of dynamic manipulability to evaluate the dynamic property
of multifingered grasping systems consisting of a multifingered hand
and a grasped object. In a sense, each finger of a multifingered robotic
hand can be regarded as a small manipulator. However, we cannot
simply apply the measure for single manipulators to each finger of the
hand, because each finger does not move independently in most cases,
rather the fingers move cooperatively. Therefore, we must consider the
dynamic manipulability of multifingered systems under the kinematic
constraint, including the contact model (e.g., point contact or rolling
contact), internal forces (or grasping forces), and the contact condition
(i.e., friction condition).
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in [19] in accordance with the new definition of dynamic manipulability ellipsoid
by Chiacchio [8].

The original manipulability concept, which evaluates the mapping
from joint velocity to the reference point velocity, was extended to the
multiarm case by several researchers. Lee defined the dual-arm manip-
ulability [13] and Chiacchio et al. [4] formulated the manipulability of
cooperating robots in a more general way. Bicchi et al. [1] generalized
the concept of manipulability for coordinated manipulation, including
the case of kinematicaly defective element (i.e., lacking enough degrees
of freedom), such as whole-arm manipulation and power grasping.
Bicchi and Prattichizzo further extended the manipulability measure
for cooperating robots with passive joints [3].

So far, just a few research works focused on the dynamic manipula-
bility problem for coordinated robots. Chiacchio et al. extended their
work [4] to task space dynamic analysis and introduced the dynamic
manipulability ellipsoid for multiarm systems [5]. They also discussed
the effect of gravity in [5] as they discussed for the single-arm case [6].
In their formulation, however, the effect of internal forces, which is an
important aspect of multifingered grasping, was not explicitly consid-
ered. Bicchi et al. [2] formulated the dynamic manipulability as a ratio
between the input joint torque and the resultant grasped object acceler-
ation. Again, no internal forces are explicitly considered in their formu-
lation. Zheng et al. [21] proposed a dynamic manipulability measure
of multiple robotic mechanisms in coordinated manipulation. Instead
of calculating the volume of the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid, they
calculated a convex polyhedron as a set of feasible accelerations of the
grasped object (acceleration polytope) under the joint torque limitations
and friction constraints. However, calculating the convex polyhedron
is computationally expensive (no analytic method), and the effect of
internal forces is not clear in their method.

When a robotic hand grasps an object, certain amount of grasping
forces must be applied. This internal force may sacrifice the ability to
accelerate the object, since the realizable torque for each joint is lim-
ited. Then, it would be possible to define the dynamic manipulability of
multifingered grasping as the set of all possible maximum accelerations
of the grasped object by all possible fingertip forces under the friction
condition. Unfortunately, such a set is difficult to obtain analytically.
In this paper, we extend the concept of the original dynamic manip-
ulability to evaluate the dynamic property of multifingered grasping
systems consisting of a multifingered hand and a grasped object, and
propose a measure of dynamic manipulability of multifingered grasp-
ing. It will be shown that by applying all possible joint torques under
a constant internal force constraint, the set of resultant accelerations of
the grasped object forms an ellipsoid (dynamic manipulability ellipsoid
of multifingered grasping). Similar to the original dynamic manipula-
bility measure, we can easily calculate the volume of this ellipsoid,
which is defined as a measure of dynamic manipulability of multifin-
gered grasping. Therefore, to evaluate the dynamic manipulability of a
multifingered system, one has to specify certain internal forces under
which all possible fingertip forces satisfy the friction condition.

The ability to apply internal forces by a robot hand can be evaluated
by the internal force manipulability defined in [3] or [4]. However,
the internal force manipulability in [3] and [4] is just for evaluating
the mapping from the joint torque space to the resultant internal force
space. What we want to evaluate is the mapping from the joint torque
space to the resultant grasped object acceleration space under a certain
amount of internal force.

With the proposed measure, it will be clearly shown that the internal
forces not only affect the volume of the ellipsoid, but also the amount of
offset of the ellipsoid, while the gravity forces simply induce an offset.
A new measure, i.e., omnidirectionality, is also introduced to add a
penalty to the original manipulability measure, which simply evaluates
the volume of the ellipsoid, depending on how much the ellipsoid is
offset.
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